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Ways 3, Acrylic paint and plastic monofilament, 31 x 31 x 9 cm, 2013
Stop go, Acrylic paint and plastic monofilament, 15.5 x 15.5 x 9 cm, 2013
Mingle 2, Acrylic paint, plastic monofilament and plastic tube, 31 x 31 x 9 cm, 2014

Patrick Heide Contemporary Art is delighted to announce “Counterpoint”, the first solo exhibition of Ann
Sutton’s canvases and drawings, curated by Gill Hedley.
After a career as one of the most distinguished and cutting edge textile artists in the 60’s and 70’s, Ann
Sutton had explored this medium so extensively that she felt a desire to discover new territories. In the
past decade Ann Sutton experimented with paint and colour, which, for her as an artist, ultimately
lacked the diversity, physicality and sensuality of texture and materials she had mastered in the past.
More recently Ann Sutton has worked with drawing and the movement of the line, often venturing into
the third dimension. Here she found an artistic field, which she could infuse with her experience and
experiments in weaving and textile design, yet push the boundaries even further and work more freely.
The result is a substantial new series of mostly monochrome works each with potential kinesis. At the base
of it are drawings, mainly executed in ink, their abstract compositions inspired by the movement of trains
and ships as well as other layered textures such as Celtic rune. For her canvases Sutton discovered
monofilament with its durable quality, yet an ability to move, bend and react to touch and air, possibly
another hidden homage to the qualities of thread. In new series such as “Wilder” or more expansive pieces
such as “Trail mix”, the line compositions do not only possess visually versatile surface motion, the actual
lines have the ability to alter position by themselves or through the act of transgressing the
three-dimensional picture plain. And as in Bach’s music, to every movement there is a counter-movement.
Curator Gill Hedley observes in her accompanying text: “…the surface of each work leaps into momentary
action as the viewer moves past and the plastic filament, kinked or bunched or hanging, is glimpsed at a
new angle. Shadows are made by reflection or painted; some lines appear to stutter or tremble. As in
musical counterpoint, individual pieces work in complement and conjunction, according to fixed rules.”
Innovation and experimentation have always been essential to Ann Sutton’s development as an artist. Her
new series buzz with the energy of an animated spirit while simultaneously expressing mature vigour and
late-career playfulness.

Gill Hedley is an independent curator, writer and consultant. Previously an exhibitions organiser at the
British Council and, from 1993-2006, Director of the Contemporary Art Society, she is currently working
with individual artists, the Freud Museum, the Wellcome Trust and the Foundling on a range of projects.
Ann Sutton was awarded an MBE in 1991. The Crafts Council organised her major retrospective in 2004
and the Contemporary Art Society distributed her generous gift of works from her own collection to
museums through Britain. She lives and works in Sussex.
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